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6.5.1 - Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) has contributed significantly for 

institutionalizing quality assurance strategies and processes visible in terms of 

incremental improvements made during the preceding year with regard to quality (in 

case of the First Cycle): Incremental improvements made during the preceding year 

with regard to quality and p

subsequent cycles)  

INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS / POST ACCREDITATION QUALITY INITIATIVES

1. College being an autonomous institution may introduce CBCS on top priority 
Introduced Choice Based Credit System from
Based Education from 2020 

2. Teaching quality may be improved through use of ICT more widely

The college is facilitated with internet and the classrooms are equipped with LCD 
projectors with internet access for enhanc

3. Initiate consultancy services Efforts are underway to make enhance consultancy 
services 

4. Strengthen research profile, research support publication, research funding and 
collaborative research. Faculty are enco
articles by providing financial assistance and deputed on

5. Preference is given for PhD/NET qualification during staff recruitment

6. Workshop. Seminar and Conferences enhancing Research culture are organize
the college 

7. College may provide considering adequate Sports facility for the benefit of the 
students. Grounds are hired for outdoor games, Indoor spor
improved    
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INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS / POST ACCREDITATION QUALITY INITIATIVES

1. College being an autonomous institution may introduce CBCS on top priority 
Introduced Choice Based Credit System from the academic year 2016-17 and Outcome 

2. Teaching quality may be improved through use of ICT more widely 

The college is facilitated with internet and the classrooms are equipped with LCD 
projectors with internet access for enhanced usage of ICT in teaching and learning.

3. Initiate consultancy services Efforts are underway to make enhance consultancy 

4. Strengthen research profile, research support publication, research funding and 
collaborative research. Faculty are encouraged to participate and present/publish 
articles by providing financial assistance and deputed on-duty. 

5. Preference is given for PhD/NET qualification during staff recruitment 

6. Workshop. Seminar and Conferences enhancing Research culture are organize

7. College may provide considering adequate Sports facility for the benefit of the 
students. Grounds are hired for outdoor games, Indoor sport facilities have been 
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